
What The Orbiting Black Knight May Be

So-called “Black Knight” has been in orbit for many years. It appears to hang like a disabled spacecraft:

Fig. 1 - Fuzzy original image

Fig. 2 - Conservative image sharpening 

No further sharpening can be done due to the resolution limit of the source image.



Fig. 3 - Rotating Fig. 2 90°

In the above image it appears to be a type of vehicle attached to something. Keep in mind that the reason NASA
uses white paint on all the space station and all spacecraft is to reflect the Sun's heat. In orbit, spacecraft while 
in the Sun are subjected to solar heat of 400°F. Any spacecraft which is painted black in space will cause it to 
absorb tremendous solar heat. A powerful cooling system would be required to prevent baking the spacecraft 
internally and protect the crew. Perhaps advanced heat-reflecting technology or other shielding is used to  
prevent absorbing solar heat.

Dark Knight may actually consist of two parts: A docked spacecraft, like a shuttle-type vehicle which is docked 
to an almost totally cloaked space station. If the pilot and crew enter/exit the station through a hatch in the 
bottom of the vehicle they would never need a spacesuit.

Fig. 4 – Spacecraft separated from dock

It would make sense that the spacecraft dock would not be cloaked, to visually aid the pilot during docking and 
un-docking operations. Or perhaps humans or other beings cannot be exposed to cloaking technology. Compare 
this notated image to Figure 3. Nothing has been altered or changed except to graphically separate the 
spacecraft from the dock for clarity. Star-like logo is reminiscent of those on US Army or US Air Force vehicles
and may be a clue to who owns it. Armed forces always take pride in their vehicles as well they should.

A logical question to ask is this: How big is the cloaked space station (or base) and how long has it been in 
orbit? Those questions remain unanswered. Size of the cloaked station could range from hundreds of feet to 
miles across. It may have been in orbit tens of years, or hundreds to thousands of years if this is owned by an 
alien race. With a non-reflecting dark color, it is unlikely any astronomer would have seen this from Earth.

Did aliens build it or does it belong to a secret Earth space fleet? If my analysis is reasonably correct, black 
choppers and other flying vehicles will be buzzing my home (again) or I may be harassed in other ways. But 
one more unanswered question remains: Is this in orbit to protect us or just observe the Earth?
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